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Apatono / Delegations
The primary purpose of the Audit and Risk Committee is to:
• Review the quarterly financial and non-financial reports of the Council;
• Oversee the relationship between the Council and its external auditor;
• Consider the Audit Management Report undertaken for the Annual Report and Long
Term Plan and monitor progress against that;
• Receive and consider reports on the Council’s internal and external borrowing;
• Provide oversight and monitoring of the Council’s risk management framework;
• Provide oversight and monitoring of Council’s Long Term Investment Fund; and
• Oversee the relationship with the Council’s Investment Advisors and Fund Managers.
The Audit and Risk Committee is made up of the Mayor, an external member, four councillors
and an Iwi representative.

He Karere Haumaru / Health and Safety Message
In the event of an emergency, please follow the instructions of Council staff.
If there is an earthquake – drop, cover and hold where possible. Please remain where you are
until further instruction is given.

He Pānga Whakararu / Conflicts of Interest
Members are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision making when
a conflict arises between their role as an elected member and any private or other external
interest they might have.
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Matakore
Apologies

Leave of Absence: The Board may grant a member leave of absence following an application
from that member. Leave of absences will be held in the Public Excluded section of the meeting.
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Whakatakoto Kaupapa Whānui, Whakaaturanga hoki

Open Forum and Presentations

The Council has set aside time for members of the public to speak in the public forum at the
commencement of each Council, Committee and Community Board meeting (up to 10 minutes per
person/organisation) when these meetings are open to the public. Permission of the Mayor or
Chairperson is required for any person wishing to speak at the public forum.
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Ngā Menīti Komiti
Committee Minutes
To

Audit and Risk Committee

Date

23 June 2021

Subject

Audit and Risk Committee – 19 May 2021
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The Audit and Risk Committee met on 19 May 2021. The Council were asked to receive the
Audit and Risk Committee minutes from 19 May 2021 for their information.

2.

There were no recommendations confirmed by the Audit and Risk Committee for the
Council to approve.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on(s)
THAT the Audit and Risk Committee adopt the minutes of their meeting held on 19 May 2021 as a
true and correct record.

1
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Menīti
Minutes
Ngā Menīti take o te Komiti Arotake me te Haumaru
Audit and Risk Committee Meeting
Council Chambers, Albion Street, Hāwera on Wednesday 19 May 2021 at 11.00 am

Kanohi Kitea / Present:

Ngā Taenga-Ā-Tinana
/ In Attendance:

Matakore / Apologies:

1.

Philip Jones (Chairperson), Mayor Phil Nixon and Councillors Andy
Beccard, Gary Brown, Jack Rangiwahia, Chris Young and Te Aroha
Hohaia (Iwi Representative).
Waid Crockett (Chief Executive), Marianne Archibald (Group
Manager Corporate Services), Liam Dagg arrived (Group Manager
Environmental Services), Vipul Mehta (Chief Financial Officer),
Ahmed Mohamed (Risk and Internal Audit Manager), Garry Morris
(Management Accountant), Darleena Christie (Governance and
Support Team Leader) and Garth Gregory (Mercer).
Nil

Whakaaetia ngā Menīti / Open Forum
There was no one in open forum.

2.

Confirmation of Minutes
2.1

Audit and Risk Committee 17 March 2021.

RESOLUTION
25/21 AR

(Cr Rangiwahia/Cr Young)

THAT the Audit and Risk Committee adopt the minutes of their meeting held on
17 March 2021 as a true and correct record.
CARRIED

3.

Pūrongo-Whakamārama / Information Reports
3.1

Quarterly Financial and Non Financial Performance Report for the period ending
31 March 2021

Mr Mehta noted that the Council would have a large surplus this year which was
attributed to several factors. For example, the Long Term Investment Fund (LTIF) had
performed well and would be explained in more detail to the Annual Report. He noted
that there had been an error in the last two quarterly reports for the weighted average
interest rate, however he apologised and noted this had since been corrected.
52
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In response to whether the Council would meet its capital expenditure by year end,
Ms Aitken advised that it would be quite close as there was a lot of work happening right
now to try and meet year end.
In response to whether the income from the TSB Community Trust was for the new
combined library facility, Mr Mehta advised that it was.
In the Income Expenditure report for planning, Councillor Beccard noted that it was good
to see the income was a lot higher; however, this would probably explain why the Council
had not achieved what it should (in terms of processing consents on time) because of the
significantly increased workload.
A question was raised regarding personnel expenses on page 14, Ms Aitken advised that
they were currently advertising for a Community Development Advisor and an Engineer.
Mr Crockett explained that there were a few vacancies earlier in the year and most of the
vacancies now had staff recruited.
A question was raised on whether it was hard to fill engineering roles, Ms Aitken advised
that the engineering role was being advertised for the third time as project engineers were
difficult to find.
Mayor Nixon noted the costings for the toilet pods and requested further investigation
into the annual operational costs.
In response to what the democracy costs of $100,000 were, Ms Archibald advised that it
was made up of a variety of things for example; insurance, write-offs, more elected
members claiming for travel, remuneration was up due to the change in Iwi Liaison
Committee allowance and the LGNZ Subscription was higher.
It was noted that there was an underbudget due to the assistance package not being
utilised, Ms Aitken advised that it was a commercial assistance package put in place five
years ago to assist building owners of earthquake prone buildings. There had been very
limited uptake over that period of time; however, two years ago the Council decided to
review the package. The person responsible had since left and the review was underway
again.
The Chairman sought clarification on the ability to achieve the capital works programme
by the end of the financial year. In particular, how the carry forwards were going to be
managed given that there was a larger work programme next year. Mr Crockett advised
that it was an ongoing issue for the team and one that had been followed closely for some
time. There were two to three projects with significant dollar amounts that equate to
approximately $20million of the overall capital works programme. Those projects already
committed were Nukumaru Station Road, Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga and the water
reservoir. It was noted that more resources were being recruited in the infrastructure
team to work towards completing the capital works programme.
In response to whether there would likely be an impact on the levels of service,
Mr Crockett noted that it was a timing issue for a lot of the infrastructure work rather than
anything else and he did not feel that it would impact the level of service.

53
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The Government Stimulus Package granted to the Council was to be spent by March 2022.
Ms Aitken advised that a large portion of the money was put into water pipe renewals for
the Waimate west area. All the contracts had been awarded, however, there were some
delays in securing aerators. The Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) had advised putting
some back up projects for preapproval in the Tranche 1 funding. It was expected that more
of the projects would be completed than originally anticipated.
In response to a query regarding not achieving the median response time for personnel to
resolve urgent call-outs, Ms Aitken advised that the median for the year to date was
13 hours and the median for the third quarter was 2 days / 4 hours / 51 minutes. There
had been several issues including the response time of contractors. CRMs logged as urgent
because someone had reported no water, when investigated, showed up as a suspicious
CRM, as there was actually a water shutdown in the area. The true result might change by
the end of the year once suspicious CRMs were investigated. There had also since been
an improvement following a discussion with the contractor regarding response times.
The Chairman sought clarification on suspicious CRMs and the number that had been
flagged for investigation. He understood the issue, however Audit NZ would be reviewing
response times, particularly as a result of some of the failings from last year’s Audit
Report. Ms Aitken advised that she would follow up on the number of CRMs tagged.
The consent compliance monitoring actuals of 23% was low, and Mr Dagg advised that in
February 2021 a dedicated Monitoring Officer was appointed. He advised that the backlog
was being dealt with first and next quarter only active consents would be dealt with which
would see a dramatic improvement in the actuals number.
Ms Hohaia commented about the percentage of road users not being satisfied with the
condition of Council roads and asked whether there was any plan to separate the numbers
so that the Council were not being held to account for things out of its control. Ms Aitken
advised that it was very difficult to do and it was hard to get a measure. Through the
Residents Survey, people had taken the opportunity to comment about their concerns
regarding state highways, also the survey was held not long after a big weather event.
It was noted that information from customers ringing about state highway damage was
now being collected for Council’s own records and would also be passed onto Waka
Kotahi.
RESOLUTION
26/21 AR

(Ms Hohaia/Cr Beccard)

THAT the Audit and Risk Committee recommend the Council approves the Third Quarter
Financial and Non Financial Performance Report for the period ending 31 March 2021.
CARRIED

Mr Dagg and Ms Aitken left the meeting at 11.38 am.

3.2

Outstanding Debt as at 31 March 2021

Mr Mehta advised that overall, the age trial balance had increased primarily due to water
meter rates which were invoiced in March. He was comfortable with the process for debt
collection, which is an ongoing process.

54
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The Chairman commented on the large dollar value over 90 days and asked how much was
written for a global provision last year. Mr Mehta advised that the provision is about
$300,000 (or 15%). The majority of the 90 days plus debt was collected through the courts
and very hard to resolve. To understand the history and the amount that was with the court
and the process around collectability of those debts, the Chairman requested that an update
be provided in the next outstanding debt report.
RESOLUTION
27/21 AR

(Mayor Nixon/Cr Brown)

THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the outstanding debt report as at 31 March
2021.
CARRIED
3.3

Audit and Risk Committee Workplan.

Mr Mohamed advised that the last Audit and Risk Committee meeting for the 2020/21
financial year would be held on 23 June and an updated workplan would be provided at that
meeting.
The Chairman commented on what the process would be on the work programme at the
next meeting. As it would be a draft, Committee members were asked to consider what
should be on the work programme.
An additional report would be included at a future meeting to look at a different template
for reporting back on the financials. Feedback was going to be sought from the Committee
members on the new layout to recalibrate the financials for key messages and to deliver the
right level of information.
From the Audit NZ management letter, the following items were suggested to be added to
the work programme; external audit reporting and the LTP management letter. Mr Mehta
advised that the draft Audit Management Letter was recently received on the LTP
consultation and this would be presented at the next meeting on 23 June.
Mr Mohamed commented that the Audit and Risk Management report was on track to be
presented at the next meeting.
RESOLUTION
28/21 AR

(Mr Jones/Cr Beccard)

THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the amended workplan for the period
2020/2021.
CARRIED
3.4

2021-2031 Long Term Plan Update

Ms Archibald advised that there were 215 submissions received, the hearings had been
held, deliberations were scheduled for 27 May and adoption scheduled for 28 June. She
noted that the Council had attended several workshops during the development of the
LTP and therefore had a good understanding of the report. The process to fund particular
groups had changed and would be considered through a Community Initiatives Fund.
Funding had been budgeted through the LTP process so there would be no impact on the
LTP.
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In response to whether there were any risks around Audit NZ, Ms Archibald advised that
there were none so far and Audit NZ were coming to the Council on 8 June to work on the
LTP.
Mr Mehta commented that there had been a huge effort to get the LTP across the line
and again there might be pressure with the potential changes that arise for councils. The
Chairman referred to the emphasis of matter on the deliverability of the capital works
programme and noted that this would be carefully monitored by Audit NZ.
It was noted that once the Council made a decision around three waters, it would have an
impact and the staff were wanting to get some direction for example; do they continue
with the programme that was established or start something completely different. The
next financial year was going to be challenging and full of some unknowns.
RESOLUTION
29/21 AR

(Mayor Nixon/Cr Young)

THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan Update
Report.
CARRIED

3.5

Mercer Quarterly Investment Monitoring Report March 2021

Mr Gregory advised that Broadie Catterick had resigned and recruitment for a
replacement had been carried out.
This quarter was strong and positive in terms of casting everyone’s mind back to
12 months ago. The market had surprisingly bounced back, with the start-up of the equity
market again in March 2021, which was attributed to the vaccine roll out in America and
Britain.
The Chairman commented on the term of allocations and sought clarification on how
those terms were arrived at. Mr Gregory advised that an allocation review was done every
three years and 60% had been in line with balanced funds. Last year a formal review of
Statement of Investment Policy and Objectives (SIPO) was undertaken as this strategy was
what derived the returns. Everyone seemed comfortable with that and then they looked
at sector allocations. Mercer reviewed their own managed funds and did some
remodelling by allocating the more experienced managers with their experienced client
funds. The Hedge Funds were removed, with other asset classes included and put into
global equities. SIPO would be reviewed again in another two years.
The Chairman suggested that the Strategic Asset Allocation form part of the Financial
Strategy debate as it potentially drives significant returns for the Council going forward
and he felt it was a real risk. This would form a build up to the next LTP as part of the
consultation with the community.
In response to what timeframe the debate would take place, Mr Crockett noted in the
next calendar year. He advised that councillors would be deciding later this year about
water reforms. The Financial Strategy was reviewed and some changes were made around
debt limits with a whole raft of things around that.
Mr Gregory advised that all asset classes performed well in April with $3 million into the
Fund, however this had curtailed a little.
56
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RESOLUTION
30/21 AR

4.

(Mr Jones/Mayor Nixon)

THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receive the Mercer Quarterly Investment
Monitoring Report – March 2021.
CARRIED

Ngā Take Kawea / Items for Action
4.1

Procurement and Contract Management

Mayor Nixon asked what a fair deadline was for the procurement audit. Mr Mohamed
advised that discussions with management was scheduled in two weeks and the feedback
was for the recommendations and final report to be presented on 11 August 2021.
Mr Crockett advised that there were some parts of the organisation who were dealing
with contract/procurement management quite frequently. It was felt that this was an area
of risk and more specific resource was being looked at for this area.

5.

Nga Tōkeketanga kia noho tῡmatanui kore / Resolution to Exclude the
Public
RESOLUTION

31/21 AR

(Ms Hohaia/Cr Beccard)

THAT the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely:
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds
under section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
for the passing of this resolution are as follows:
General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to
each matter

Ground(s) under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution

Good reason to withhold
exists under Section 7.

That the public conduct of
the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting
would be likely to result in
the
disclosure
of
information for which good
reason for withholding
exists.
Section 48(1)(a)

1. Confirmation of Minutes
17 March 2021
2. Mercer Presentation –
ANZ
3. STDC Long Term
Investment Fund - ESG
Ratings and
Sustainability Update,
May 2021
4. STDC: Long Term
Investment Fund – A
Primer on Global Low
Vol Equities, May 2021
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General subject of each
matter to be considered

5. Mercer Quarterly
Investment Monitoring
Report – March 2021
6. Committee Discussion

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to
each matter

Ground(s) under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution

Good reason to withhold
exists under Section 7.

That the public conduct of
the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting
would be likely to result in
the
disclosure
of
information for which good
reason for withholding
exists.
Section 48(1)(a)

This resolution is made in reliance on sections 48(1)(a) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 7 of that Act, which would be prejudiced by the holding of the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting in public are as follows:
Item No

Interest

1

Enable any local authority holding the information to carry on,
without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including
commercial and industrial negotiations) (Schedule 7(2)(i)).

2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the
protection of members or officers or employees of the Council, and
persons to whom Section 2(5) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 applies in the course of their
duty, from improper pressure or harassment (Schedule 7(2)(f)(ii)).
CARRIED

The meeting adjourned at 12.18pm and reconvened at 12.53pm.

7

Tuwhera anō te Hui / Resume Open Meeting
RESOLUTION

36/21 AR

(Mayor Nixon/Cr Brown)

THAT the Audit and Risk Committee resumes in open meeting.
CARRIED

The meeting concluded at 2.34 pm
Dated this

day of

2021

………………………………….
CHAIRPERSON
58
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Reference/Source
Committee/Meeting Date
Audit and Risk Committee
14/02/2018

Audit and Risk Committee
19/05/2021

Audit and Risk Committee
19/05/2021

Audit and Risk Committee
19/05/2021

Audit and Risk Committee
19/05/2021

Audit and Risk Committee
19/05/2021

Matters Arising

Group
Responsible

Department
(Team)

Procurement and Contract Management
The Committee requested a timeline for the review and implementation of the Senior Leadership Senior Leadership
recommendations from Audit NZ regarding procurement and contract
Team
Team
management.
Group Manager
Costings for Toilet Pods
Community and
Community and
A request was made for further investigation into the annual operational costs for
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
the toilet pods.
Services
Services
Group Manager
CRMs
Community and
Community and
A request into how many suspicious CRMs had been tagged for further
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
investigation be reported back to the Committee.
Services
Services
Debt Collection
A request was made for an update on the debt that was being collected through
the courts and what the process was around collectability of those debts.
Audit and Risk Committee Workplan
As the workplan was currently being reviewed and would be presented at the
next meeting in draft, Committee Members were being asked to consider what
other items should be on the work programme.
Financial Reporting Template
An report would be included at a future meeting to look at a different template
for reporting back on the financials. Feedback would be sought from the
Committee on the new layout to recalibrate the financials for key messages.

Corporate Services

Audit and Risk
Committee

Corporate Services

14

Update
Contract Management
The Audit and Risk Manager is undertaking a procument
audit, including the matters raised by Audit NZ.

Project Deadline

11/08/2021

The ongoing operational costs for the toilet pods at Waihi
Beach and Cape Egmont are currently being completed and
will be tabled at the next ARC meeting.

11/08/2021

The CRM information is currently being compiled and will be
presented at the next meeting.

11/08/2021

Group Manager The update would be provided in the next Outstanding Debt
Corporate Services Report.

11/08/2021

Audit and Risk
Committee

The draft workplan will be included in the agenda for the
June meeting.

Group Manager The new template will be circulated in early July for
Corporate Services comments.

23/06/2021

11/08/2021
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Pūrongo-Whakamārama
Information Report
To

Audit and Risk Committee

From

Kaihautū Pūtea / Chief Financial Officer, Vipul Mehta

Date

23 June 2021

Subject

Report to the Council on the Audit of South Taranaki District Council
for the year ended 30 June 2020
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The Audit and Risk Committee are being asked to receive the report to the Council on the
Audit of the South Taranaki District Council for the year ended 30 June 2021 for their
information.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on(s)
THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the report to the Council on the Audit of South
Taranaki District Council for the year ended 30 June 2020.

1
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Report to the Council
on the audit of
South Taranaki District
Council
For the year ended 30 June 2020

STDC - Draft Report to Governors
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Key messages
We have completed the audit for the year ended 30 June 2020. This report sets out our findings from
the audit and draws attention to areas where the South Taranaki District Council (the District
Council) is doing well and where we have made recommendations for improvement.

Audit opinion
We have issued a modified audit opinion dated 30 November 2020. The qualified opinion is on the
activity statements for incomplete information about the number of complaints the District Council
has received related to water, and wastewater complaints. For the year ended 30 June 2020 and the
comparative year, we were unable to determine whether the District Council’s reported results for
these measures were materially correct. Refer to section 4.1 for further detail.
We issued an unmodified opinion over the financial statements. This means that financial statements
and accompanying information are fairly presented.
Without modifying our audit opinion, we also included an emphasis of matter paragraph to draw
attention to the disclosures in the financial statements relating to the effect of the Covid-19
pandemic on the District Council.

Matters identified during the audit
The following key matters were considered as part of the audit:


Long Term Investment Fund (LTIF) – we completed our planned audit work on the LTIF.
Overall, we consider the value of the LTIF, and the corresponding accounting treatment is
appropriately included in the annual report.



Impact of Covid-19 – the District Council prepared an assessment of the impact on its
operations including changes to internal controls, activities, financial and performance
results, the assumptions around the fair value of assets and possible impairment. We
reviewed this assessment and related information. We reviewed the District Council’s
disclosure on these impacts and concluded that it was appropriate.



Revaluations – the District Council revalued its infrastructure assets, land and buildings, and
parks and recreation assets at 30 June 2020. This is a significant portion of the District
Council’s asset base. The work we performed over these revaluations is included in section
3 of this report. We are satisfied that the revaluations are appropriate when assessed
against the requirements of PBE IPSAS 17 and that the valuation results have been reflected
in the District Council’s financial statements. We have made some recommendations
relating to the improvement of this process going forward (see 4.3 of this report).



Quality and timeliness of information provided for audit – our ability to complete the audit
was adversely impacted by delays in the District Council providing us with valuation reports,
supporting documentation, and a completed draft annual report. We plan to recover the
additional costs we incurred from the District Council.

3
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Thank you
We would like to thank the Council, management and staff for their assistance during the audit.

Christopher Webby
Appointed Auditor
DRAFT – 9 June 2021

4
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1

Recommendations
Our recommendations for improvement and their priority are based on our
assessment of how far short current practice is from a standard that is
appropriate for the size, nature, and complexity of your business. We use the
following priority ratings for our recommended improvements.
Priority

Explanation

Urgent

Needs to be addressed urgently
These recommendations relate to a significant deficiency that
exposes the District Council to significant risk or for any other
reason need to be addressed without delay.

Necessary

Address at the earliest reasonable opportunity, generally within
six months
These recommendations relate to deficiencies that need to be
addressed to meet expected standards of best practice. These
include any control weakness that could undermine the system
of internal control.

Beneficial

Address, generally within six to 12 months
These recommendations relate to areas where the District
Council is falling short of best practice. In our view it is beneficial
for management to address these, provided the benefits
outweigh the costs.

1.1

New recommendations
The following table summarises our recommendations and their priority.
Recommendation

Reference

Priority

Quality and timeliness of information provided for audit

2.4

Necessary

4.1

Urgent

4.2

Necessary

Ensure the financial statements are ready along with all the
supporting information when agreed.
Performance reporting – recording of complaints
Management engage with their after-hours service provider to
ensure they record all complaints in the system based on the
DIA guidance. Formalised procedures should be established.
Direct debit expenditure approval
Ensure all direct debit expenditure is approved by somebody
with the appropriate financial delegation. This will ensure that
all expenditure is approved.

5
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Recommendation

Reference

Priority

Roading revaluation exceptions

4.3

Necessary

The District Council implement the recommendations from the
valuation report and:

1.2



ensure that construction and installation dates are
recorded, as new and replaced assets are recorded in the
database; and



utilise condition assessment fields within RAMM so that
condition data is used to adjust remaining useful life
where available and appropriate.

Status of previous recommendations
Set out below is a summary of the action taken against previous recommendations.
Appendix 1 sets out the status of previous recommendations in detail.
Priority

Priority
Urgent

Necessary

Beneficial

Total

Open

-

5

-

5

Implemented or closed

-

6

-

6

Total

-

11

-

11

6
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2

Our audit report

2.1

We issued a modified audit report
We issued a qualified opinion on 20 November 2020. The qualified opinion is
on the activity statements for incomplete information about the number of
complaints the District Council has received related to water and wastewater
complaints.
For the year ended 30 June 2020 and the comparative year, we were unable to determine
whether the District Council’s reported results for these measures were materially correct.
Refer to section 4.1 for further detail.
We issued an unmodified opinion over the financial statements. This means that financial
statements and accompanying information are fairly presented.
Without modifying our audit opinion, we also included an emphasis of matter paragraph to
draw attention to the disclosures in the financial statements and service performance
relating to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the District Council.
In forming our audit opinion, we considered the following matters. Refer to sections 3 and
4 for further detail on these matters.

2.2

Uncorrected misstatements
The financial statements are free from material misstatements, including omissions. During
the audit, we have discussed with management any misstatements that we found, other
than those which were clearly trivial. There were no significant misstatements identified
during the audit that have not been corrected.

2.3

Corrected misstatements
We also identified misstatements that were corrected by management. A list of some of
the correct misstatements and disclosures are listed in Appendix 2.

2.4

Quality and timeliness of information provided for audit
Management needs to provide information for audit relating to the annual
report of the District Council. This includes the draft annual report with
supporting working papers. We provided a listing of information we required
to management for the audit visits. This included the dates we required the
information to be provided to us.
The District Council were not able to provide us with the full financial statements when it
was agreed upon. This was due to the revaluations being delayed. This delayed the audit
and meant that additional resources were required to be able to complete the audit. This
resulted in a significant cost overrun. We plan to recover the additional costs we incurred
from the District Council.
7
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We recommend management ensures the financial statements are ready along with all the
supporting information when agreed. This will help ensure the audit runs smoothly and will
mitigate the need for us to seek a cost recovery in future audits.
Management comment
We have reassessed our procedures and will now run the revaluations in the first year of the
LTP. We will ensure this process aligns with audit requirements for financial statements by
due dates.

8
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3

Matters raised in the Audit Plan
In our Audit Plan, we identified the following matters as the main audit risks
and issues:

Audit risk/issue

Outcome

Revaluation of Property, Plant and Equipment
The accounting standard PBE IPSAS 17
Property, Plant and Equipment requires that
valuations are conducted with sufficient
regularity to ensure that the carrying amount
does not differ materially from fair value.
Infrastructural assets

For the revaluation we:



reviewed how the District Council
ensured completeness over the asset
data;



reviewed the District Council’s
explanations of variances between the
latest and prior years’ valuations for
reasonableness;

Infrastructural assets were last revalued to
fair value at 30 June 2017. Infrastructural
assets have been revalued this year. The

District Council uses the depreciated
replacement cost methodology to determine
fair value. The valuation is based on a number 
of significant assumptions, including the
useful lives and costs of the assets. The high
level of estimation uncertainty resulting from
the need to apply these assumptions in the
valuation creates a risk that the value is
materially misstated.



Operational assets

Land, buildings, and parks and recreation
assets were last revalued to fair value at
30 June 2017. Land, buildings, and parks and
recreation assets are being revalued this year.
The fair value is based on either the market

value approach or the depreciated
replacement cost methodology. The valuation
has a moderate level of estimation
uncertainty, which combined with the value
of land, buildings, and parks and recreation
assets means that there is a risk that the
value is materially misstated.



obtained a confirmation from the
independent valuers/peer reviewers;
confirmed our understanding of the
valuation methodology and key
assumptions. We assessed these for
compliance with PBE IPSAS 17 and
evaluated their reasonableness based
on our experience and knowledge of
other valuations;
determined how the age and condition
of the assets had been determined,
and how this had been reflected in the
determination of the remaining useful
life of the assets and the valuation
calculation for those assets;
determined how unit rates for
replacement costs have been
determined for roading and three
waters assets. We confirmed the
reasonableness of a sample of unit
costs by reference to recent capital
works undertaken by the District
Council; and
reviewed how changes in the value of
revalued assets are accounted for and
disclosed in the financial statements.

9
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Audit risk/issue

Outcome
We have made recommendations for the
District Council to improve the roading
valuation in section 4.3 below.
Conclusion
We are satisfied that the revaluations are
appropriate when assessed against the
requirements of PBE IPSAS 17 and that the
valuation results have been reflected in the
District Council’s financial statements.

Long Term Investment Fund (LTIF)
The LTIF provides the District Council with
additional revenue to fund rates, meet
obligations relating to capital projects
undertaken in prior years and for future
projects.
The value of the LTIF and its related returns
are subject to movements in the market, and
we are aware the District Council has engaged
a specialist to manage and provide guidance
on decision making.

To cover off our audit risk we have:



reviewed the governance
arrangements in place to manage the
fund. The Council and in particular, the
audit committee is highly involved in
the monitoring of the fund with an
external specialist engaged to manage
and provide guidance on decision
making;



obtained confirmations over the
valuations and type 2 reports directly
from the custodians/third parties. We
reviewed the type 2 reports to identify
if there were any control breakdowns
during the period which would have an
impact on whether we could rely on
the providers. Our review did not
identify any issues that affected the
District Council’s investments;



confirmed the valuations per the
financial statements agreed to the
external confirmations;



confirmed the movements within the
fund to ensure realised and unrealised
gains were correctly accounted for;
and



ensured disclosures in the annual
report were appropriate.

Due to the nature of the LTIF, the District
Council needs to continually monitor the
investment portfolio, and ensure that the
revenue and value of the LTIF is appropriately
accounted for in the financial statements.
This also includes ensuring the valuation
amount of the fund is appropriately recorded
in the financials.

Conclusion
Our work has provided us with the assurance
that the LTIF is fairly stated and the
movements have been correctly accounted
for.

10
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Audit risk/issue

Outcome

Impact of Covid-19
On 11 March 2020, the World Health
Organisation declared the outbreak of
coronavirus (Covid-19) a pandemic. The
New Zealand Government has taken steps to
deal with the spread of Covid-19 which has
included significant restrictions on the
movement and interaction of people within
New Zealand.
This will have various potentially significant
effects on individuals, communities, the
economy, businesses, the wider public sector
and each public sector entity.
It is important that the District Council
considers the impact of this event on various
aspects of its operations and the information
included in the annual report.

Since Covid-19 was declared a pandemic in
the early part of 2020, it has had and
continues to have an impact on the
operations and financial results of the District
Council.
The District Council prepared an assessment
of the impact on its operations including,
changes to internal controls, activities,
financial and performance results, the
assumptions around the fair value of assets
and possible impairment. We have discussed
with management and reviewed this
assessment and related information. We have
not identified any additional risks that have
arisen as a result.

The impact included closure of non-essential
facilities during alert levels which saw a
We expect the District Council to complete an
reduction in revenue and some levels of
assessment of the impact of Covid-19 on its
service. In addition, the District Council
operations and any effect this has on the
carried forward some capital projects. The
financial and performance information
overall impact on the financial results was not
included in the annual report, including any
significant and some non-financial
additional disclosures which may need to be
performance measures were not achieved as
included. In addition, we expect there will be
a result of the shut-down.
some significant variances between budgeted
We have reviewed disclosure around the
and actual figures/results which will require
differences of actual financial results against
explanation.
budget and the disclosure around the actual
This assessment may also include the effect
non-financial performance results against
of Covid-19 on matters such as revenue
targets.
recognition, valuation of assets, and the
We assessed the District Council’s disclosure
provision for doubtful debts.
around these impacts and concluded that it
was appropriate. Based on our audit work
during the interim and final audit visits, we
noted that the control environment and
controls were maintained during the
remote/working from home environment.
Conclusion
From our review of the work completed by
the District Council and the disclosures
included in the annual report we have no
issues to report to you.

11
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Audit risk/issue

Outcome

The risk of management override of internal controls
There is an inherent risk in every organisation
of fraud resulting from management override
of internal controls.

To address the risk of material misstatement
due to fraud to an acceptable level we
completed the following audit work:

Management are in a unique position to
perpetrate fraud because of their ability to
manipulate accounting records and prepare
fraudulent financial statements by overriding
controls that otherwise appear to be
operating effectively.



Tested the appropriateness of journal
entries recorded in the general ledger
and other adjustments made in the
preparation of the financial
statements.



Reviewed accounting estimates for
biases and evaluated whether the
circumstances producing the bias, if
any, represent a risk of material
misstatement due to fraud.



Maintained awareness of any
significant transactions that were
outside the normal course of business,
or that otherwise appear to be unusual
given our understanding of the District
Council and its environment, and other
information obtained during the audit.

Auditing standards require us to treat this as
a risk on every audit.

Conclusion
From our testing we did not identify any
issues that indicated management override.
PBE IPSAS 35-38 – new group accounting standards
Public benefit entities were required to adopt
a new suite of IPSAS based group accounting
standards for periods beginning on or after
1 January 2019.
The standards for adoption were as follows:



PBE IPSAS 35 – Consolidated Financial
Statements;



PBE IPSAS 36 – Investments in
Associates and Joint Ventures;



PBE IPSAS 37 – Joint Arrangements;
and



PBE IPSAS 38 – Disclosure of interests
in other entities.

The District Council completed an assessment
of entities which it is involved with to
determine whether there were any changes
required because of the new standards and
shared this assessment with us. From our
review of the assessment we were satisfied
that the assessment was complete and fair.
Conclusion
There were no changes required to the
District Council’s annual report due to the
new standards.

The key changes arising from these new
standards are:

12
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Audit risk/issue

Outcome



varied the definition of control that
may result in additional entities which
were previously accepted as not
controlled now being assessed as
controlled;



introduced the concept of an
investment entity;



the Joint Arrangement standard has
changed the classifications and
subsequent treatment of joint
arrangements; and



a new standard which is specific to
disclosures on an entity’s interest in
other entities. This has increased the
amount of disclosures required in an
entity’s financial statements.

13
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4

Issues noted during the audit
The following are the items that we noted during our audit work throughout
the year that need to be brought to your attention.

4.1

Performance reporting – recording of complaints
An important part of the District Council’s service provision is the number of complaints it
receives related to significant services. This is significant because the number of complaints
is indicative of the quality of services received by ratepayers.
The District Council reports on a number of complaints related performance measures
included in its long-term plan in accordance with the Non-Financial Performance Measures
Rules 2013 made by the Secretary for Local Government.
The significant performance measures, mandated by legislation, and impacted for the year
ended 30 June 2020 and the comparative year were:




The total number of complaints (per 1,000 connections) received about any of the
following:


Drinking water clarity, taste, or odour.



Drinking water pressure or flow.



Continuity of supply.



The District Council’s response to any of these issues.

The total number of complaints received about sewerage odour, system faults or
blockages, or the Council’s response to issues with the sewerage system (per
1,000 connected properties).

For the year ended 30 June 2020 and the comparative year we were unable to determine
whether the District Council’s reported results for these measures were materially correct.
This was the result of the District Council’s after-hours service provider not recording all
complaints received about an event which had already been recorded in its system. This
does not comply with guidance from the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA). Which says:
Where there is more than one complaint per event, each complaint is counted separately,
not each event or occurrence. This records the public’s response to the event.
The after-hours service provider did not keep a record of all calls which meant the District
Council were not able to review all calls to identify any additional complaints that should
have been recorded. As a result, the District Council has been unable to report completely
on these complaints performance measures and the number of complaints reported is
understated.

14
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We expressed an unmodified opinion on the statement of service performance for the year
ended 30 June 2019 as we did not select these measures for testing. They were not
assessed as significant measures in 2019 but have been for 2020. The issues identified with
the complaints measures also apply to the comparative results presented.
Our work was limited and there were no audit procedures we could apply to the
information on these complaint measures.
We recommend that the District Council engage with their after-hours service provider to
ensure they record all complaints in the system based on the DIA guidance. Formalised
procedures should be established.
Management comment
STDC is part of a national steering group that includes our after-hours provider and DIA,
looking at the definition of a complaint (as opposed to a request for information, for
example). We understand that several councils were impacted by this Audit finding and
subsequent tag on their Annual Report and we are working together to resolve this.
Direct debit expenditure approval
During our expenditure testing we identified that direct debit expenditure is not approved
prior to payment. The direct debits are authorised by bank signatories when the direct
debit is setup, and then the invoices received are processed as journals, but there is no
financial delegation over posting journals as this is a review rather than an approval. The
risk is that the District Council incurs expenditure that is not approved.
We recommend that all direct debit expenditure is approved by somebody with the
appropriate financial delegation. This will ensure that all expenditure is approved.
Management comment
All our direct debits are part of the contracts we signed with suppliers – for example QV. The
contracts are signed as per appropriate financial delegations. We will implement an annual
check of direct debits to ensure they are current.

4.2

Roading revaluation exceptions
Our review of the roading valuation identified that there were several data integrity issues
raised by the external valuer (Valuer) relating to the age of assets. In particular the
following asset classes along with the issue:
Asset class

Issue

Berms

Most records are missing construction dates – these have instead
been assumed.

Crossing

Most records are missing construction dates – these have instead
been assumed.
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Asset class

Issue

Footpath

Many records have assumed construction dates.

Island

Many records have assumed construction dates.

Marking

Most records are missing installation dates.

Railing

Many records have assumed installation dates.

Retaining Wall

Some records are missing construction dates.

Shoulder

Most records are missing construction dates.

Signs

Most records are missing installation dates.

Streetlights

Approximately 15% of streetlights and most light pole records
are missing installation dates.

Sealed Surface

All records with a surface material have a populated surface
date, however a few of these look out of date (e.g. 01/01/1965).

The age of assets is a key input in determining the useful lives of assets which drives the
valuation. Discussions with the roading engineers and the valuers indicate that the missing
installation and construction dates are due to historical assets. For these assets a default
installation or construction date had to be used.
While we were satisfied the level of such assets was not significant enough to impact the
road valuation, without an asset construction date or formal condition assessment to
determine the remaining useful life, there is a risk that these assets are being over/under
depreciated.
Improving the asset information around the higher value depreciable assets with no
construction date would ensure the District Council would be better able to estimate the
remaining life of those assets and then reflect this in the depreciation recognised. This
would ensure adequate provision is being made for their eventual replacement.
We also noted that valuer did not consider condition data in determining the remaining
useful lives of roading assets, because the District Council did not utilise the condition
assessment fields for roading assets within the RAMM database. As a result, the valuer
recommended that the District Council maintain condition data so that the remaining
useful lives of assets can be adjusted where appropriate.
We recommend that the District Council implement the recommendations from the
valuer’s valuation report and:


ensure that construction and installation dates are recorded, as new and replaced
assets are recorded in the database.



utilise condition assessment fields within RAMM so that condition data to be used
to adjust remaining useful life where available and appropriate.
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Management comment
Improving the quality of all asset data is a key focus of the Strategic Assets team on an
ongoing basis and as assets are replaced or new assets created these will be recorded into
the RAMM database as part of the project completion process.
Having an in-house resource to manage the RAMM database is a recent addition to the
Strategic Assets team (September 2019) and so we are working at improving the RAMM
database information. Renewals are based on asset condition in RAMM. The adjustment or
remaining useful life is an outcome of condition assessment and our process includes an
update of this information in RAMM.

17
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5

Assessment of internal control
The Council, with support from management, is responsible for the effective
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal controls. Our audit
considers the internal control relevant to preparing the financial statements
and the service performance information. We review internal controls
relevant to the audit to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances.
Our findings related to our normal audit work, and may not include all weaknesses for
internal controls relevant to the audit.

5.1

Control environment
The control environment reflects the overall attitudes, awareness and actions of those
involved in decision-making in the organisation. It encompasses the attitude towards the
development of accounting and performance estimates and its external reporting
philosophy, and is the context in which the accounting system and control procedures
operate. Management, with the oversight of the Council, need to establish and maintain a
culture of honesty and ethical behaviour through implementation of policies, procedures
and monitoring controls. This provides the basis to ensure that the other components of
internal control can be effective.
We have performed a high level assessment of the control environment, risk management
process, and monitoring of controls relevant to financial and service performance
reporting. We considered the overall attitude, awareness, and actions of the Council and
management to establish and maintain effective management procedures and internal
controls.
We consider that a culture of honesty and ethical behaviour has been created. The
elements of the control environment provide an appropriate foundation for other
components of internal control.

5.2

Internal controls
Internal controls are the policies and processes that are designed to provide reasonable
assurance as to the reliability and accuracy of financial and non-financial reporting. These
internal controls are designed, implemented and maintained by the Council and
management.
We reviewed the internal controls, in your information systems and related business
processes. This included the controls in place for your key financial and non-financial
information systems.
In performing this assessment we consider both the “design effectiveness” and
“operational effectiveness” of internal control. However, it is not the purpose of our
assessment to provide you with assurance on internal control in its own right. As such we
provide no assurance that our assessment will necessarily identify and detect all matters in
relation to internal control.
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6

Public sector audit
The District Council is accountable to their local community and to the public
for its use of public resources. Everyone who pays taxes or rates has a right
to know that the money is being spent wisely and in the way the District
Council said it would be spent.
As such, public sector audits have a broader scope than private sector audits. As part of our
audit, we have considered if the District Council has fairly reflected the results of its
activities in its financial statements and non-financial information.
We also consider if there is any indication of issues relevant to the audit with:


compliance with its statutory obligations that are relevant to the annual report;



the District Council carrying out its activities effectively and efficiently;



the District Council incurring waste as a result of any act or failure to act by a
public entity;



any sign or appearance of a lack of probity as a result of any act or omission,
either by the District Council or by one or more of its members, office holders, or
employees; and



any sign or appearance of a lack of financial prudence as a result of any act or
omission by a public entity or by one or more of its members, office holders, or
employees.

From our testing of the Mayor’s expenditure it was identified this was not being approved
on a one-up basis. It is our understanding that the District Council has now updated their
sensitive expenditure policy which now requires the Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee
to approve the Mayor’s expenditure. This is in line with good practice. No issues were
identified regarding the expenditure incurred by the Mayor.
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7

Useful publications
Based on our knowledge of the District Council, we have included some
publications that the Council and management may find useful.

Description

Where to find it

Sensitive expenditure
The Auditor-General has updated his good
practice guide on sensitive expenditure. The guide
provides practical guidance on specific types of
sensitive expenditure, outlines the principles for
making decisions about sensitive expenditure, and
emphasises the importance of senior leaders
“setting the tone from the top”. It also describes
how organisations can take a good-practice
approach to policies and procedures for managing
sensitive expenditure.

On the OAG’s website under
publications.
Link: Sensitive expenditure

Covid-19 Impact on Public Sector Reporting
The state of emergency in response to the
Covid-19 coronavirus has significantly impacted
most public sector entities. The consequences for
the completion of annual reports and the annual
financial statements are one part of this impact.

On our website under good practice.
Link: Covid-19 bulletins

We are developing a series of Bulletins in
response:



revaluations of Property, Plant and
Equipment and investment property;



service performance reporting; and



financial reporting.

Client updates
As part of our response to the Covid-19 situation,
we developed online client updates to replace the
in-person sessions that were cancelled.

On our website under publications and
resources.
Link: Client updates

This year’s material is accessible via video
presentations on our website. You can explore the
material at a pace that takes account of your busy
schedule.
The themes respond to challenges that our clients
now face, such as planning for unexpected events
or dealing with additional reporting requirements
related to Covid-19 and climate change.
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Description

Where to find it

Client Substantiation File
When you are fully prepared for an audit, it helps
to minimise the disruption for your staff and make
sure that we can complete the audit efficiently
and effectively.

On our website under good practice.
Link: Client Substantiation File

We have put together a tool box called the Client
Substantiation File to help you prepare the
information you will need to provide to us so we
can complete the audit work that needs to be
done. This is essentially a tool box to help you
collate documentation that the auditor will ask
for.
Conflicts of interest
The Auditor-General has recently updated his
guidance on conflicts of interest. A conflict of
interest is when your duties or responsibilities to a
public organisation could be affected by some
other interest or duty that you have.

On the Office of the Auditor-General’s
website under 2019 publications.
Link: Conflicts of interest

The update includes a printable A3 poster, an
animated video on predetermination and bias,
gifts and hospitality, and personal dealings with a
tenderer. There is also an interactive quiz.
These can all be used as training resources for
your own employees.
Severance payments
Because severance payments are discretionary
and sometimes large, they are likely to come
under scrutiny. The Auditor-General has released
updated good practice guidance on severance
payments. The guide is intended to help public
sector employers when considering making a
severance payment to a departing employee. It
encourages public organisations to take a
principled and practical approach to these
situations. The update to the 2012 good practice
guidance reflects recent case law and changes in
accounting standards.

On the OAG’s website under 2019
publications.
Link: Severance payments
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Description

Where to find it

Good practice
The OAG’s website has been updated to make it
easier to find good practice guidance. This
includes resources on:



audit committees;



conflicts of interest;



discouraging fraud;



good governance;



service performance reporting;



procurement;



sensitive expenditure; and



severance payments.

On the OAG’s website under good
practice.
Link: Good practice
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Appendix 1: Status of previous recommendations
Open recommendations
Recommendation

First raised

Status

2015

In progress

Necessary
Procurement and contract management
We recommended that the District Council
addresses the issues raised from the
procurement and contract management
review.

The District Council has developed a
Project Management Framework
which is used by all Project Managers.
The framework is reviewed and
updated on a regular basis to ensure it
is fit for purpose.
As part of our 2020/21 audit we will
review the progress made by the
District Council against the other
issues we raised.

Actual renewals and capital expenditure
below forecasts

2017

This issue is being considered as part
of preparing the 2021-31 long-term
plan.

We recommended the District Council reviews
the capital budgets for current and future
projects as part of the next LTP development,
taking into account the historic achievement
against previous budgets and the levels of
service expected to ensure the budgets are
appropriate.
Sensitive expenditure policy

2017

Who is eligible for a credit card.



The person responsible for authorising
the issue of credit cards, managing
acquisitions and monitoring and
reporting of their use.



The process of cancelling and destroying
cards.



That the credit limits should be set by
the District Council (and not the holder)
at the minimum level required for the
holder to undertake their duties.

In progress
An updated sensitive expenditure
policy has been adopted and
published as at 7 July 2020. It will be
reviewed by us as part of our next
audit.

We recommend the following updates to the
sensitive expenditure policy to ensure it more
closely aligns with OAG good practise
guidelines:



In progress
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Recommendation



The consequences of unauthorised use,
and who is responsible in the case of
misuse.



How online purchases and cash
advances should be dealt with.

Capitalisation of assets into their respective
asset management systems

First raised

Status

2018

In progress
The District Council is in the process of
developing a checklist for the
capitalisation of assets.

We recommend a formal process is
implemented, such as a checklist, to ensure all
asset additions are added to their respective
asset management system in a timely manner.
Bribery and corruption

2019

In progress

Include specific references to the risks of
bribery and corruption in the Fraud and
Corruption Policy as part of its next review of
the policy.

The District Council will communicate
to staff on a regular basis regarding
the risks of bribery and corruption.
The District Council is in the process of
reviewing the Fraud and Corruption
Policy and looking at including specific
references to the risks of bribery and
corruption.

Remind staff on a continuous basis remind staff
of the possible risks of bribery and corruption
and what to do in the event that an instance of
bribery or corruption is identified.

As part of our 2020/21 audit we will
review the progress made by the
District Council.

Implemented or closed recommendations
Recommendation

Status

Assessment of areas susceptible to fraud

A formal fraud risk assessment was
completed.

Complete a formal fraud risk assessment taking into
consideration the whole of District Council and its
operations.
Creditor Masterfile changes not reviewed prior to
payment made
Creditor Masterfile changes should be reviewed prior
to each payment being made. This will ensure that all
creditors in the payment have been independently
reviewed, which mitigates the risk that payments are
made to fictitious creditors.

The Masterfile change report is being
reviewed along with the other payrun reports
before the payment is processed.
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Recommendation

Status

Review of IT Policies

Updated computer use policy has been
adopted and published.

The current draft of the computer use policy should
be reviewed and released to Council if acceptable.
No regular review of dormant accounts
Council should implement a process to review users’
accounts that have not logged in for more than six
months. If these accounts are no longer required they
should be disabled. As a good practice this review
should be conducted twice a year.
Capitalisation of assets from WIP
We recommend that capital projects be capitalised on
the date that the asset becomes available for use and
a quarterly review of work–in–progress balances be
performed by the Asset Managers and the Finance
Manager. This review should focus on the validity of
the total work–in–progress balances and whether any
of this amount should be capitalised.
Vested assets
We recommend that the District Council implements
an annual review of certificates issued under s224(c)
in order to identify if a subdivision has resulted in
vested assets.

There is evidence of dormant accounts being
disabled and there is a reasonable reason for
the remaining accounts to remain active.

From our review we concluded that WIP
correctly reflects the work that is still in
progress at the year-end.

STDC will be reviewing s224(c) as part of this
financial year’s capitalisation process.
Discussed with Vipul at final and this review
did take place during the final audit period.
STDC will make this as part of their ongoing
work before audit visits in the future.
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Appendix 2: Corrected misstatements
Current year misstatements

Other expenses

Ref

Assets

Liabilities

Equity

Financial
performance

Dr (Cr)

Dr (Cr)

Dr (Cr)

Dr (Cr)

1

Property, Plant and Equipment

(514,000)
74,047,000

Asset revaluation reserves
Term Deposit

(73,533,000)
2

6,000,000

Cash and cash equivalents

(6,000,000)

Total

74,047,000

(73,533,000)

(514,000)

Explanation of uncorrected misstatements
1

To amend the financial statements for the impact of valuations on land and buildings, parks
and recreation, and infrastructure assets.

2

A term deposit was incorrectly classified as cash and cash equivalents.

Corrected disclosure deficiencies
Detail of disclosure deficiency
Other services provided by the principal auditor needed to be separately disclosed in the expenditure
note, i.e. Debenture Trust Deed audit.
The depreciation rates as per the accounting policies needed to be updated to agree to the rates as
noted in the revaluation.
The uncertainty in the revaluations because of Covid-19 needed to be added into the disclosures.
Retentions were not included in the commitment’s disclosure.
Contingent liabilities were incorrectly stated – they were corrected to $0.
Various other disclosures required correcting to match the underlying information.

Corrected performance reporting misstatements
Detail of misstatement
The results for the number of measures needed to be updated as they did not reflect the 2019/20
underlying information.
The calculation of the number of complaints receive for needed to be updated for some measures to
ensure that annual report showed them correctly.
There were some measures that needed to be updated to match the disclosures from the prior year and
for the targets against the LTP.
Explanations for some measures needed to be updated to describe the results more accurately.
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Appendix 3: Disclosures
Area

Key messages

Our responsibilities in
conducting the audit

We carried out this audit on behalf of the Controller and Auditor-General.
We are responsible for expressing an independent opinion on the
financial statements and performance information and reporting that
opinion to you. This responsibility arises from section 15 of the Public
Audit Act 2001.
The audit of the financial statements does not relieve management or the
Council of their responsibilities.
Our Audit Engagement Letter contains a detailed explanation of the
respective responsibilities of the auditor and the Council.

Auditing standards

We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s
Auditing Standards. The audit cannot and should not be relied upon to
detect all instances of misstatement, fraud, irregularity or inefficiency
that are immaterial to your financial statements. The Council and
management are responsible for implementing and maintaining your
systems of controls for detecting these matters.

Auditor independence

We are independent of the District Council in accordance with the
independence requirements of the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards,
which incorporate the independence requirements of Professional and
Ethical Standard 1 (Revised): Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners,
issued by New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.
In addition to the audit we have carried out a limited assurance
engagement related to the District Council’s Debenture Trust Deed,
which is compatible with those independence requirements. Other than
the audit and the limited assurance engagement, we have no relationship
with, or interests in, the District Council or its subsidiary.

Fees

The audit fee for the year is $133,544, as detailed in our Audit Proposal
Letter.
Other fees charged in the period are $4,800, for the limited assurance
engagement related to the District Council’s Debenture Trust Deed.
We are currently going through the process with the Office of
Auditor-General for seeking a cost recovery. Once we have approval from
the Office of Auditor-General we will discuss this with management.

Other relationships

We are not aware of any situations where a spouse or close relative of a
staff member involved in the audit occupies a position with the District
Council or its subsidiary that is significant to the audit.
We are not aware of any situations where a staff member of Audit
New Zealand has accepted a position of employment with the District
Council or its subsidiary during or since the end of the financial year.

27
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PO Box 149
Palmerston North 4440
Phone: 021 244 0663
www.auditnz.parliament.nz
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Pūrongo-Whakamārama
Information Report
To

Audit and Risk Committee

From

Kaihautū Pūtea / Chief Financial Officer, Vipul Mehta

Date

23 June 2021

Subject

Report to the Council on the Audit of the South Taranaki District
Council’s consultation document for its 2021-2031 Long Term Plan
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The Audit and Risk Committee are being asked to receive the report to the Council on the
Audit of the South Taranaki District Council’s consultation document for its 2021-2031 Long
Term Plan for their information.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on(s)
THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the report to the Council on the Audit of the South
Taranaki District Council’s consultation document for its 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

1
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Report to the Council on the
audit of
South Taranaki District Council’s
consultation document for its 2021 - 2031
Long-term plan

Aduit CD Management Report - 2021-06-01

1
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Key messages
This report sets out our findings from our audit of the District Council’s consultation document (CD)
for its proposed 2021-31 Long-term Plan and, where appropriate, makes recommendations for
improvement. In addition, this report also provides information on the next step in the audit process
being the audit of the Long-term Plan (LTP).
Overall, we have the view that the District Council has produced a CD that fulfils its primary purpose
of providing an effective basis for public participation in decisions on the content of the LTP. The CD
included all the major matters that we expected, provided preferred and alternative options to
address these issues and encouraged the community to provide feedback.

Audit report
We completed our audit of the District Council’s CD and issued an unmodified opinion on 22 March
2021. We included two emphasis of matter paragraphs in our audit report to draw the reader’s
attention to the uncertainty over the delivery of the capital expenditure programme and uncertainty
over three water reforms.

Matters identified during the audit
The District Council must address the following matters for the LTP:


updated assessment over the District Council’s ability to deliver the capital expenditure
programme in the first year (refer to section 2.4.2);



the financial forecasts and accounting policies need to be updated to reflect the adoption of
IPSAS 41, Financial Instruments (refer to section 3.1)

Going forward we also recommend:


improvements be made as a matter of priority to ensure that asset data is complete and
includes the condition for all assets. The District Council should continue to improve its
information in relation to the condition of assets and data reliability (refer to section 2.5).



the District Council monitors progress around the capital expenditure programme
throughout the LTP and ensure any potential under delivery is identified early which will
allow plans to be put into place to ensure the District Council is able to mitigate this risk
(refer to section 2.4.2).

Future focus
As well as the opinion issued on the CD, we will also issue an opinion on the LTP that will be adopted
before 1 July 2021.
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Thank you
We would like to thank the Council, management, and staff for their assistance during the audit.

Chris Webby
Appointed Auditor
Draft – 11 May 2021
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1

Our audit report

1.1

Our opinion was unmodified
We issued an unmodified audit opinion on the CD on 22 March 2021.
This meant we were satisfied that the District Council’s CD meets the
statutory purpose and provides an effective basis for public participation in
the Council’s decisions about the proposed content of the LTP.
We found the underlying information and assumptions used to prepare the CD provided a
reasonable and supportable basis for the preparation of the LTP.
We included emphasis of matter paragraphs in our audit report to draw the reader’s
attention to the uncertainty over the delivery of the capital expenditure programme and
uncertainty over three water reforms.

1.2

Uncorrected misstatements
The CD is free from material misstatements, including omissions.
During the audit, we discussed with management any misstatements that we found, other
than those which were clearly trivial.
The misstatement that has not been corrected is listed below along with management’s
reasons for not adjusting it. We are satisfied that this misstatement is individually and
collectively immaterial.
Detail of deficiency
Accounting policies
The District Council has not included the impact of adopting PBE IFRS 41 Financial
Instruments in there accounting policies.
Management response
Assessed as not material for the supporting documentation to the CD. Will update as part of
the LTP.

1.3

Corrected misstatements
There were several misstatements corrected by management. For a list of corrected
misstatements refer to Appendix 1.
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1.4

Project management, reporting deadlines and audit progress
The development of the CD and LTP is a significant and complex project and a
comprehensive project plan is required for a successful LTP process.
The District Council had a detailed project plan which included key
milestones, deadlines and the work stream responsible. This contributed to
producing quality underlying information and enabling the District Council to meet all key
deadlines.
The District Council continues to be receptive to audit recommendations and is focussed on
continuous improvement. In addition, Council staff were available throughout the audit and
provided requested information on time. Overall, this resulted in a smooth audit process
with no significant issues.
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2

Matters raised in the Audit Plan
In our audit engagement letter, we identified the following matters as the
main audit risks and issues:

2.1

Impact of the economic downturn caused by Covid‐19 on the District Council’s
forecasts
The assumption made by the District Council is that the Covid-19 pandemic will have no
impact on forecasts for the LTP and there will be no further lockdowns. A medium level of
uncertainty for this assumption is assigned. The District Council has assessed that the 2020
lockdown did not have a significant impact financially on its results. This is consistent with
our assessment for the year-ended 30 June 2020 Annual Report audit. Of total revenue, a
low portion (14%) is reliant on user fees and sundry revenue, with the remainder being
made up of rates revenue, Waka Kotahi funding, and revenue from the Long-Term
Investment Fund. We have assessed that none of this revenue would have a material
impact on the financial statements which was evidenced by the actual results for the year
ended 30 June 2020.
The district is also more reliant on industries that haven’t been significantly impacted by
the effects of Covid-19 such as agriculture, oil and gas, education, health care, and other
day to day necessity industries. This is consistent with information provided by BERL.
The assumption outlined that there could be a potential drop the rural communities once
the delivery of shovel ready projects has been completed. This could result in the District’s
economy to be affected which could impact on revenue.
Our testing of the assumption also included ensuring that it is applied consistently through
the underlying information, including its application in the financial model. We confirmed
that no reduction in revenue or changes to levels of service have been applied in the
forecasts as the assumption is no significant periods of lockdown.
We have concluded that the Covid-19 assumption is reasonable.

2.2

Financial strategy
The Financial Strategy is reasonable, financially prudent, based on financial forecast and
complies with relevant legislation.
The overall structure and key principles that drive the Financial Strategy have not changed
significantly. The rates limit has increased compared to the 2018 Financial Strategy as a
result of projected District growth and some changes to increases to levels of service. The
debt limits remain the same.
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The District Council is in a sound financial position with net debt of -$10.6 million as at 30
June 2020. The District Council are forecasting net debt to peak in 2027/28 at $7.1 million.
In terms of long-term liquidity, and access to capital funding, the District Council is not
expected to breach its LGFA covenants over the next ten years and has access to a loan
facility if needed.
Operating surpluses (revenue greater than expenditure) are forecast for each of the 10
years which means the balanced budget is achieved. Achieving these operating surpluses is
attributed to the forecast revenue from the Long-Term Investment Fund. Operating
surpluses are generally allocated to fund capital expenditure or transferred to reserves to
fund expenditure in future years. We consider the forecast operating surpluses to be a
prudent approach.
We are satisfied that the Financial Strategy is fit for purpose and the supporting underlying
information is considered reasonable.

2.3

Infrastructure strategy
The Infrastructure Strategy is reasonable, aligned with other underlying information, and
complies with relevant legislation.
We performed work to ensure that the:


Infrastructure Strategy is aligned with the Financial Strategy;



information in the financial model reconciles with the Infrastructure Strategy;



Infrastructure Strategy supports accountability;



correlation between depreciation and renewals is reasonable; and



content of the Infrastructure Strategy document includes everything necessary to
achieve its statutory purpose.

During our review of the Infrastructure Strategy we made recommendations for
improvement which management have made. A list of some of our changes are listed in
Appendix 1.
We are satisfied that the Infrastructure Strategy meets the legislative requirements and
identifies significant infrastructure issues for the local authority during the period covered
by the strategy; and identifies the principal options for managing those issues and the
implications of those options.
We are also satisfied that the Infrastructure Strategy is aligned to the Financial Strategy.
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2.4

Assumptions
The significant forecasting assumptions are appropriate, complete, adequately disclosed,
and comply with relevant legislation. In addition, the underlying information has been
prepared using the material assumptions disclosed.
Our review was focused on the assumptions relating to climate change, Covid-19, inflation
rates, borrowing and interest rates, rate of return on the Long-Term Investment Fund,
lifecycle of significant assets, Waka Kotahi subsidy rates, three waters reform, and capital
expenditure do-ability. Further comments on specific assumptions are included below.

2.4.1

Climate change
Climate change is expected to affect the district over the short and long term through an
increase in the frequency and intensity of storm events, a change in rainfall patterns
producing more extreme weather events, increased risk of coastal erosion, and an increase
in drought events.
Council’s biggest challenge is protecting critical infrastructure. Unrealised effects of climate
change are likely to create additional costs to mitigate the impact on infrastructure such as
water, wastewater, and stormwater systems.
The Infrastructure Strategy discusses climate change and its effects on the district in further
detail, including the resilience of infrastructure.
The District Council are implementing an Environment and Sustainability Strategy. Within
the CD the District Council are consulting on whether to fund and carry out the entire
strategy or whether to just carry out some parts of it. No matter what option is selected a
District-wide Climate Change Adaption Plan to minimise the impacts that climate change
related events will have on South Taranaki will be introduced. The District Council’s
preferred option is to fund the entire Environment and Sustainability Strategy which has
been budgeted for in the LTP.
Although the level of uncertainty around what impact climate change will have on the
district over the next ten years is medium, planned expenditure in the LTP does not include
provision for any impacts of a natural disaster event. The costs will be addressed as or
when they arise.
Insurance cover is in place for above ground and below ground infrastructure assets.
Borrowing is available if urgently required.
We concluded that the climate change assumption is reasonable.

2.4.2

Capital do‐ability
The LTP forecasts $325 million of capital expenditure over the 10 years of the LTP, with 14%
of the forecasted projects to be delivered in the first year ($46 million). The assumption
made is that the capital expenditure programme will be achieved.
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We analysed delivery against the capital expenditure programme for the last three years
and identified the average actual to revised budget capital forecast (this includes carry
overs brought forward) for the last three years was 49%.
Due to the prior period underspends and the increased step change to capital budgets in
this LTP compared to others, we recommended an updated assumption around the delivery
of the capital expenditure programme be included along with a high level of uncertainty,
which it has been. A sensitivity analysis has also been included which shows the impact of
what a delay of the capital expenditure programme would have on the District Council’s
borrowing costs.
Management is optimistic that it will deliver on the capital expenditure programme
planned for the LTP. To help achieve the capital do-ability the District Council’s key
responses has been:


increase the Projects Team by two additional fulltime Project Engineers with
recruitment for another Project Engineer currently being underway;



purchasing pipes in advance to allow the District Council to deliver water
reticulation renewal projects in year one and two;



be in the process of engaging a consultant to oversee the South Taranaki Business
Park project; and



engaging an external project manager to manage the Te Ramanui o Ruapūtahanga
project.

Without modifying our opinion for the CD, we drew attention to the disclosures in the CD
about the capital do-ability. This was because of the uncertainty associated with the District
Council’s capital do-ability assumption.
As part of the LTP audit we expect the District Council will be able to demonstrate to us
what work of the 2021/22 programme of $46 million is currently tendered or in the
progress of getting the programme underway (for example resource consents have been
obtained).
Given the level of uncertainty around the District Council’s capital do-ability, we will be
required to go through an Opinion Review Committee (ORC) with the OAG over whether an
emphasis of matter or a qualification should be included in the audit opinion over the
District Council’s capital do-ability assumption.
We recommend that the District Council monitors progress around the capital expenditure
programme throughout the LTP and ensure any potential under delivery is identified early
which will allow plans to be put into place to ensure the District Council is able to mitigate
this risk.
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Management comment
Throughout the development of the plan, management considered the probability of
achieving the proposed capital expenditure and developed some key initiatives to help push
project completion. One additional Projects Engineer was appointed during the 2020/21
year and we are in the process of recruiting for another Projects Engineer. The consultant to
oversee the Business Park development has already been engaged in that role. A number of
projects in the LTP year 1 budget are already designed and ready to go and the Assets team
(which has also had an additional Engineer engaged) is focussing on providing project
scopes to the Projects team well in advance. The GM of Community & Infrastructure
Services monitors progress on the capital works programme on a monthly basis and SLT
monitor this on a quarterly basis and this will help ensure that we can identify under
delivery as soon as possible and manage the risks associated with this.

2.4.3

Long‐Term Investment Fund (LTIF)
The District Council has in the past received significant returns from the LTIF. As at 31
December 2020 it had $135 million worth of investments (excludes internal investments).
Given the quantum of the fund and previous returns, we identified this as a key assumption
for the LTP.
The rate of return applied and assumptions for dividends could have a significant effect on
the revenue included in the financial information. We have examined the assumptions that
apply to the rate of return and dividends and have found these to be reasonable and
supportable.
The financial forecasts include drawdowns that are in line with the District Council’s current
policy and a conservative return range of 6.1% to 6.8% has been forecast. The District
Council makes extensive use of external advisors to structure the fund to meet its growth
and draw down objectives. The average historic returns of 7.5% over a 10 year period
indicates that the forecast range is appropriate.
We are satisfied that the LTIF assumption is appropriate, correctly applied in the forecast
information and included as a significant assumption with an appropriate sensitivity
analysis.

2.5

Quality of asset‐related forecasting information (including condition and
performance information for critical assets)
The District Council’s infrastructure network is made up of water supply, wastewater,
stormwater, and roading.
We are satisfied that through the asset management plans, and other documentation, the
District Council can describe its approach to asset renewals. But improvements should
continue to be made to ensure that data is complete and covers the performance and
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condition of all assets. There are also specific areas, largely non-critical assets (stormwater),
where the confidence levels in data held are lower than what we consider to be acceptable
for the purposes of developing its renewal programme.
There is a risk that assets may fail, leading to unexpected maintenance or renewal
expenditure, and service delivery impacts.
The more comprehensive and reliable information is for the age, materials, location,
condition, and performance of assets, the more accurately the District Council can forecast
its renewals.
We recommend the District Council continue to make improvements as a matter of priority
to ensure that data is complete and includes asset condition for all assets. The District
Council should continue to improve its information in relation to the condition of assets and
data reliability.
Management comment
The Strategic Assets team’s focus is on improving the quality of asset data, particularly in
Infrastructure. An additional Assets Engineer has recently been added to the team which
now includes 4 Assets Engineers, 1 GIS analyst and 1 data analyst alongside a manager. A
portion of the government’s tranche 1 funding (3 waters) has been allocated to CCTV of
wastewater pipes in various parts of the District which will help improve our information on
this network. This team is also focusing on bringing data on new and upgraded assets up to
date in AssetFinda.

3

Other matters
In this section, we have detailed our key findings from the audit. We have
also detailed our findings in relation to other areas of focus:

3.1

IPSAS 41 financial instruments
PBE IPSAS 41, Financial Instruments becomes effective for the year ending 30 June 2023, or
the second year of the LTP. The LTP is required to be prepared in accordance with the
accounting policies expected to be used in the future which means that the LTP will need to
reflect this new accounting standard.
The District Council needs to perform a high level assessment of the impact of PBE IPSAS 41
and identify whether any adjustments are required.
For the LTP the District Council will need to:
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perform a more detailed and robust assessment on the impact of PBE IPSAS 41 on
the financial forecasts;



ensure any material measurement adjustments that arise on transition to PBE
IPSAS 41 that may affect the forecasts are made;



ensure the financial instrument accounting policies disclosed are updated to be
consistent with the requirements of PBE IPSAS 41;



ensure disclosures are made about the change in accounting policy; and



consider whether the decision to early adopt PBE IPSAS 41 for the LTP will impact
the preparation of their financial statements for the year ending 30 June 2022.

Management comment
Assessed as not material for the supporting documentation to the CD. The assessment has
been done and provided to Audit NZ as part of the final LTP audit. We are not expecting any
material impact on the Council’s reporting requirement as a result of this change.

3.2

The content of the CD
The CD provides an effective basis for public participation in the District Council’s decision
making about the proposed content of its LTP, facilitates the right debate with the
community, and meets the legislative requirements of the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA
2002).
The CD is easy to read with contextual information that includes South Taranaki at a glance,
community vision and priorities, key actions, money matters, managing our infrastructure,
key issues and proposals for you to consider, and the District Council’s finances. The CD sets
out three key questions for consultation.
It is clear which issues are being consulted on (including the options, the benefits and risks
of these choices and Council’s preferred option). It highlights the critical parts of the
proposed Financial Strategy and Infrastructure Strategy.
We are satisfied that the CD covers what are expected to be the main issues facing the
community into the future.

3.3

Three‐water water reform
The three-water water reform assumption is reasonable.
The District Council has assumed they will continue to own and directly operate the three
waters networks (drinking water, wastewater, and stormwater). The District Council has
included a high level of uncertainty around this assumption given the current three-water
reform which is appropriate.
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The impact on operations and finances has also been included at a high level in the
assumption.
The operating and capital budgets have been developed as a business as usual approach.
Without modifying our opinion, we drew attention to the District Council’s disclosures in
the CD about the uncertainty associated with three waters reform. This was because future
decisions may result in significant changes, which would affect the information on which
the CD has been based.

3.4

Financial model and forecasts
In assessing the financial model and forecasts we focused on the integrity of the financial
model, the reliability of the source data, and whether the outputs of the model have
appropriately flowed through to the underlying information (including the Financial
Strategy, Infrastructure Strategy, and financial forecasts. In doing this we adopted a
substantive approach undertaking a variety of data logic, metric, integrity, analytical
review, spreadsheet, and data flow testing.
We found no issues to report. The financial model fit for purpose.

3.5

Performance management framework
We have not reviewed the District Council’s proposed performance framework as part of
the CD audit. From talking with management our understanding is the performance
framework remains relatively unchanged from prior years with no significant changes
proposed to levels of services.
We will work with the District Council over their new proposed performance framework in
the leadup of the final LTP audit.
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4

Audit of the Long‐term Plan
The next step in the audit process will be the audit of the LTP. To ensure our audit of the
LTP is efficient we expect the Council to prepare a schedule of changes to the financial
forecasts, strategies, draft LTP, and performance framework that were the basis of the CD.
This will enable us to assess the extent of changes as a result of community consultation
and tailor our audit work accordingly.
Under section 94(1) of the Act, our audit report on the LTP forms part of the LTP, which the
Council is required to adopt before 1 July 2021 (section 93(3)). Our agreed timeframes will
enable us to issue our audit report in time for the Council meeting on 22 June 2021, at
which time the LTP will be formally adopted.
We are responsible for reporting on whether the LTP meets the statutory purpose and
provides a reasonable basis for integrated decision making by the District Council and
accountability to the community. We considered the quality of the underlying information
and assumptions as part of the audit of the CD so for the audit of the LTP we will focus on
how these are reflected in the LTP. We will consider the effect of the decisions that come
out of the consultation process and review the LTP to gain assurance that appropriate,
material, consequential changes and disclosures have been made.
At the conclusion of the LTP audit, we will ask the District Council to provide us with a
signed management representation letter on the LTP. The audit team will provide the letter
template during the LTP audit.
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Appendix 1: Corrected misstatements
Below is a list of some of the misstatements corrected by management.
Matter

Correction

Consultation document
Managing our Infrastructure

Disclose the capital do-ability assumption.

Managing our Infrastructure

Updated the summary of projects timelines.

Managing our Infrastructure

Disclose reliability of data on asset condition.

Environment and Sustainability Strategy

Show the impact on debt for the consultation
item.

Town Centre Upgrades

Update the financial impact for the consultation
item.

General

Update inconsistencies between the CD and other
supporting information.

Financial model/forecasts
Interest margin

Increase interest expense and decrease cash over
the 10 years as a result of the initial interest
expense calculation excluding an interest margin.

Capital expenditure budget carry overs

Increase capital expenditure in year one to
account for budget carry overs. This had a nil
effect on the total property, plant and equipment
balance as the opening balance was adjusted.

Prospective Statement of Changes in Equity

Update the statement to ensure the revaluation
gains flow through appropriately.
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Appendix 2: Disclosures
Area

Key messages

Our responsibilities in
conducting the audit

We carried out this audit on behalf of the Controller and
Auditor-General. We are responsible for expressing an independent
opinion on the CD and reporting that opinion to you. This
responsibility arises from section 93C(4) of the Local Government
Act 2002.
The audit of the CD does not relieve management or the Council of
their responsibilities.
Our audit engagement letter dated 30 July 2020 contains a detailed
explanation of the respective responsibilities of the auditor and the
Council.

Auditing standards

We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s
Auditing Standards. The audit cannot and should not be relied upon
to detect all instances of misstatement, fraud, irregularity or
inefficiency that are immaterial to your CD. The Council and
management are responsible for implementing and maintaining
your systems of controls for detecting these matters.

Auditor independence

We are independent of the Local Authority in accordance with the
independence requirements of the Auditor-General’s Auditing
Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of
Professional and Ethical Standard 1 (Revised): Code of Ethics for
Assurance Practitioners, issued by New Zealand Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board.
In addition to this audit and all legally required external audits, we
have carried out an engagement to audit the Council’s Debenture
Trust deed, which are compatible with those independence
requirements. Other than these engagements, we have no
relationship with or interests in the Local Authority or its subsidiary.

Fees

The audit fee, covering both the CD and the LTP for the period is
$102,400 (excluding GST and disbursements), as detailed in our
audit engagement letter dated 23 February 2021.
Other fees will be charged in the period for the annual report audit
and debenture trust deed assurance engagement.

Other relationships

We are not aware of any situations where a spouse or close relative
of a staff member involved in the audit occupies a position with the
Council that is significant to the audit.
We are not aware of any situations where a staff member of Audit
New Zealand has accepted a position of employment with the
Council during or since the end of the financial year.
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Box 149
Palmerston North 4440
Phone: 04 496 3099
www.auditnz.parliament.nz

Aduit CD Management Report - 2021-06-01
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Pūrongo-Whakamārama
Information Report
To

Audit and Risk Committee

From

Kaihautū Pūtea / Chief Financial Officer, Vipul Mehta

Date

23 June 2021

Subject

Insurance Renewal Programme 2021/22
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The Council’s insurance programme is due for renewal and currently the insurance is
purchased through a broker, Marsh, as a regional group including the New Plymouth District
Council (NPDC), Stratford District Council and the Taranaki Regional Council.

2.

As part of the renewal process, the Council consulted with each asset manager and assessed
the assets against the Council’s Insurance Framework.

3.

The key changes are in the Material Damage Policy, which resulted in an increase of
reinstatement values from $302 million to $312 million.

4.

Marsh have advised the Council and NPDC that the current Cyber Crime Policy will not be
renewed come 1 July 2021. As a result of recent events in Waikato, there are no
underwriters in New Zealand willing to insure councils for new Cyber Insurance. Marsh is
taking this to the London market to see if they can find an insurance solution for us and
NPDC.

5.

The premiums are projected to increase by around 5% for everything except Public
Liability/Professional Indemnity/Environmental Liability, which is projected to increase by
25% (this is approximately $16,000 increase). The Council have allowed for a 5% increase in
our budget for the next year. The impact on overall insurance costs compared to the budget
will be an increase however this is not significant or material in financial terms.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on
THAT the Council receives the Insurance Renewal Programme 2021/22 Report.

Kupu Whakamārama / Background
6.

The Council holds other following insurance policies. These policies will not have any
significant changes.
 Business Interruption
 Motor Vehicle
 Personal Accident
 Crime
 Employer and Statutory Liability
1
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Hall Hire
Travel
Arts collections at Aotea Utanganui Museum
Public Liability/Professional Indemnity/Environmental Impairment Liability

7.

The Audit and Risk Committee approved the Council’s Insurance Framework late last year.
As part of the renewal process the Council assessed each asset against the Framework in
consultation with each Asset Manager/s. As part of the consultation with asset managers,
the assets were categorised as being either essential, high community demand, moderate
community need/commercial obligations, non-essential or demolish-disposal. This resulted
in a draft renewal programme for the next year which includes assets that are insured, selfinsured and not insured.

8.

As part of the renewal process last year, the Senior Leadership Team agreed on tiered
deductibles (excess) based on asset reinstatement values and they are:
a. Reinstatement values of $10 million plus - $100,000 deductibles.
b. Reinstatement values of between $5 million and $10 million - $20,000 deductibles.
c. Reinstatement values less than $5 million - $5,000 deductibles (no change to previous
years).

9.

The Framework included the establishment of a Disaster Recovery Fund of $50,000 per
annum with an annual increase of $20,000 per annum there after (capped at $100,000 per
annum). This fund can be used for assets that are self-insured and for claims below
deductibles.

10.

The main reason for the changes in reinstatement values are a result of a recent insurance
revaluation exercise which included insurance values for above ground infrastructure
assets. Some of the assets were also identified as non-essential or for demolition/disposal
only. There are some assets with a reinstatement value of less than $100,000 which have
been included within the self-insurance category.

11.

Infrastructure Assets (below the ground assets) are covered under the Council’s
membership to the Local Authority Protection Programme Disaster Fund (LAPP). LAPP made
some changes to its offering and launched a new product in August 2019 called “Agreed
Cover”. This cover offers members certainty as to which assets are covered and how much
they are covered for, and a choice as to how much overall cover is purchased. Risk
Management Partners, who served LAPP for more than twenty years, moved to a reduced
role with LAPP with the appointment of Aon as LAPP’s broker which took effect from
1 November 2019. The renewal date for this insurance is 1 November 2021.

Whakakapia / Conclusion
12.

This report provides information on our insurance renewal programme.

Vipul Mehta

[Seen by]
Marianne Archibald

Kaihautū Pūtea /
Chief Financial Officer

Kaiarataki Tōpūranga /
Group Manager Corporate Services
2
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Pūrongo-Whakamārama
Information Report
To

Audit and Risk Committee

From

Kaihautū Haumaru me te Arotake-o roto / Risk and Internal Audit Manager, Ahmed
Mohamed

Date

23 June 2021

Subject

Audit and Risk Committee – Draft Workplan 2021/2022
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The Audit and Risk Committee’s draft workplan for 2021/2022 is attached for the
Committee to review.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on
THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the draft workplan for the period 2021/2022.

1
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ARC COMMITTEE WORKPLAN
FOCUS AREAS

2021

2022

11 August
LTIF

Mercers

Quarterly
Reporting

Quarterly
Report/Interim,
Annual Report
2019/20

22 September



3 November

TBC

TBC

TBC

Mercers

 Mercers

 Mercers

Quarterly Report

 Quarterly Report

 Quarterly Report

 Insurance Renewal
Programme 2021-22

Insurance

Annual Report
2020-21

 Audit
Arrangements
Letter

Risk Management

Internal Audit

TBC

Internal Audit
Report

 Audit Management
Report 2020-21

 Risk
Management
Report
o Strategic Risks
o Business Risks

 Risk Management
Report
o Strategic Risks

 Risk Management
Report
o Strategic Risks
o Business Top Risks

Internal Audit
Report

 Internal Audit
Report

 Internal Audit Report

Regular Update
Reports

 Committee
Workplan
 Debtors Report
 Health and Safety

 Committee
Workplan
 Health and
Safety

 Committee Workplan
COVID Recovery Update

 Debtors Report

 Committee
Workplan
 Health and Safety
 COVID Recovery
Update

 Committee
Workplan
 Debtors Report
 LTP updated
workplan

 Committee Workplan
 Health and Safety
 LTP
 Updated Workplan

Additional
Committee
Sessions

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

To be confirmed

Workshops
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Pūrongo-Whakamārama
Information Report
To

Audit and Risk Committee

From

Kaihautū Kaupapa Here me te Whaitikanga / Policy and Governance Manager,
Becky Wolland

Date

23 June 2021

Subject

2021-2031 Long Term Plan Update
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide the Audit and Risk Committee (the Committee) with
an update on the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on
THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan Update Report.

Kupu Whakamārama / Background
2.

On 22 March 2021 the Council adopted the Consultation Document (CD) and supporting
information for the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan. Consultation was undertaken between
31 March and 7 May 2021. A total of 215 submissions were received with 33 people
speaking to their submissions.

3.

Deliberations on the submissions received through consultation were considered on 26 May
2021 and the following resolutions were moved by the Council:
a)

Receives the submissions on the proposed 2021-2031 Long Term Plan and
Consultation Document.

b)

Confirms Option 1 of proposal one, to fully fund the proposed Environment and
Sustainability Strategy, to be included in the final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

c)

Confirms Option 1 of proposal two, to complete all three stages of the proposed South
Taranaki Business Park, to be included in the final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

d)

Confirms Option 1 of proposal three, to develop and fund the five Town Centre
Master Plans (Ōpunakē, Manaia, Pātea, Waverley and Eltham), to be included in the
final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

1
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e)

Considers the submissions and management comments (Appendix 1) and where
necessary resolves any changes to be included in the final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

f)

Approves $10,000 per annum be added to the Rural Halls Grant from Year 1 of the
2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

g)

Approves $100,000 be added to Year 2 and Year 3 of the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan
for an additional resource in the Parks and Garden Team for the purpose of coordinating volunteers.

h)

Approves $60,000 be added to the Community Initiatives Fund from Year 1 of the
2021-2031 Long Term Plan to be ring-fenced for the Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust.

4.

We received a lot of feedback from submitters requesting more resource be put into parks
and gardens around the District. The Council considered that because there were a number
volunteer gardening groups in our Communities, that providing a budget to establish a
resource designed to coordinate/train volunteers would have the benefits of enabling
people to contribute to their communities, as well as continue to maintain gardens around
the District.

5.

Other changes to the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan include bringing forward the Building Māori
Capacity to Contribute to Council Decision Making Policy forward in the document and
references have been added in relation to the partnership that Iwi and Council are
developing.

6.

Audit New Zealand will be onsite from 8 June 2021 for two weeks to undertake a review of
the final 2021-2031 Long Term Plan prior to adoption. A verbal update of the Audit review
will be provided at the Audit and Risk Committee meeting as the review had not been
undertaken at the time this was report was written.

7.

The 2021-2031 Long Term Plan will be officially adopted on 28 June 2021 including the
above resolutions.

Becky Wolland

Kaihautū Kaupapa Here me te Whaitikanga /
Policy and Governance Manager

[Seen by]
Marianne Archibald

Kaiarataki Tōpūranga /
Group Manager Corporate Services

2
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Pūrongo-Whakamārama
Information Report
To

Audit and Risk Committee

From

Kaiārahi Hauora me te Haumaru / Health and Safety Advisor, Jill Manaia

Date

23 June 2021

Subject

Health and Safety Quarterly Report 1 January to 31 March 2021
(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council)

Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide information on Health and Safety matters for the
South Taranaki District Council to the Audit and Risk Committee.

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on
THAT the Audit and Risk Committee receives the Health and Safety Quarterly Report 1 January
2021 to 31 March 2021.

Kupu Whakamārama / Background
2.

The safety performance of the organisation can be measured by looking at indicators such
as workplace inspections and event reporting.

3.

The Council as a Person Conducting a Business or Undertaking (PCBU) has the primary duty
of care to eliminate risk to Health and Safety so far as is reasonably practicable.

4.

The Council has a responsibility to develop and implement a system that provides a safe
working environment, safe systems of work and gives opportunity for employees to be
engaged with and participate in development of these systems.

Simon Walkinshaw

Kaihautū Ratonga Kaimahi me ngā Pūkenga /
People and Capabilities Manager

1
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HEALTH AND SAFETY UPDATE REPORT
1 JANUARY 2021 – 31 MARCH 2021
THIS REPORT

The intention of this report is to keep the Audit and Risk Committee members up to date with current Health and Safety matters. This report is presented to the
Audit and Risk Committee at the completion of each financial quarter.
LEADERSHIP AND VISIBILITY



Working with the Health and Safety Committee on several policy reviews including the Health and Safety Committee Guidelines to ensure there is good
representation. Two areas, Corporate Services and Environmental Services required representatives.



A Wellness Committee has been formed and an annual activity plan created with “Active April” been the first theme.



Workstation reviews across the organisation have continued.



Time spent with Roading, Facility Maintenance, Tenancy Support and Project team members to better understand roles.



Site visits to roading and asbestos removal sites.



Meeting of Taranaki Council related Health and Safety personnel held in New Plymouth.



Attendance at cross industry Regional BeSafe forum.



The Council currently has five people off work or undergoing staged return to work programmes due to work or non-work issues.



The Return to Work Guideline and Safe Working at Home guidelines have been reviewed initially by the Senior Leadership Team and the Health and Safety
Committee.



Hepatitis A and B immunity blood tests and initial vaccinations completed. 50 people underwent blood tests. 28 people have received their first of up to
three vaccinations. Two other team members are due to have immunity level bloods completed.



Influenza vaccinations have been deferred to June due to the late arrival of the vaccines into New Zealand.

2
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NOTABLE EVENTS – 1 JANUARY 2021 – 31 MARCH 2021



A Horticulture Team member suffered a sprain in the forearm from heavy lifting.



The Parking Officer had threatening behavior after issuing infringements.



A contractor entered a farm property unaware that chemicals were in use and was exposed. The person underwent decontamination with no further issues.



A member of the Horticulture Team was hit on the head with a shovel as it fell. No treatment required.



A member of the Horticulture Team twisted a knee while kneeling. Rested and no further action was needed.



A Horticulture Team member cut a knee with a hedge trimmer. Self-first aid administered.



A courier driver slipped in the main door entrance. No injury occurred.



An electrical short on a light at the i-SITE occurred causing smoke detectors to activate. Electrician found fault and fixed the light.



A member of the Environmental team had a dog rush out from a property that they were entering with permission. No injury occurred.



A contractor had an object fly up from under the mower through a nearby window. No injury occurred.



A staff member twisted a knee on the mat in the main office staff kitchen. This injury requires surgery to repair.



A contractor reported the tailgate of a truck not being secured resulting in a mower rolling off the back onto the road. No injury or damage occurred.



At a LibraryPlus there had been strong smells of cannabis when some teens have been on site. Police were notified.



A contractor clipped a headstone with a vehicle causing damage to two headstones at Eltham cemetery. Reported and repairs to be made.

3
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EMPLOYEE EVENTS
EMPLOYEE EVENTS RECORDED (FYTD)

LOST TIME INJURY DAYS (FYTD)

53

229

EMPLOYEE EVENT INVESTIGATIONS IN
PROGRESS

6

CONTRACTOR EVENTS
CONTRACTOR EVENT RECORDED

CONTRACTOR EVENT INVESTIGATIONS OUTSTANDING

10

2

LOST TIME INJURIES (FYTD) AND RETURN TO WORK PLANS
Incident ID and Description

Department/
Position

2264 – Employee was lifting some boulders and
felt sudden sharp pain in lower back.

Horticulture
Services

2323 – Twisted back while clearing
blockage on mower and felt pain
in lower back.

Horticulture
Services

2248 – Tripped of mesh and fell onto shoulder
causing a strain.

Parks Curator

LTI Start
Date

Event Date

03/06/2020

Days
Off
Work

Treatment
Required

Date of
Return to
Work

Current Status

08/06/2020

176

Possible
surgery

June

Rehab programme in place.
Working 4 days per week

17/12/2020

17/12/2020

4

Physio and
rest

May

Rehab programme in place.
Increasing work duties.

5/03/2020

1/02/2021

30

Surgery
Required

March

Rehab programme in place.
Increasing work duties.

4
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POLICY AND PROCESS
PROCESSES

POLICIES AND GUIDELINES
UNDERWAY OR UNDER REVIEW

UNDERWAY OR UNDER REVIEW
Lone Worker Procedure
Permit to Work

Health and Safety Committee Guidelines- complete
Return to Work Process- for review
Working Safely at Home- for review

KEY RISK RELATED
ACTIVITYACTIVITIES










Strategy and Procedure
Working Safely at Home and Return to Work Guidelines have been completed and have had an initial Health and Safety Committee and Senior
Leadership Team review.
Recording and tracking Risk - Vault
Briefing of all managers was carried out to inform them around the next steps to refresh Health and Safety risk registers for all key
departments.
Two site audits with roading contractors have been carried out and a safety meeting attended.
Lone Worker
Lone Worker Policy reviewed and approved. Lone worker devices selected, and rollout plan will be constructed and is scheduled for end of
Q4 2021.
Work Related Health
Hepatitis A and B vaccination programme has started. This is being carried out on site using an Occupational Health Nurse to carry out
immunity level testing and vaccinations. This is progressing well. 50 people had immunity tests, 28 initial vaccinations.
69 workstation reviews completed year to date.

5
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The Council currently has five people off work (including two non-work injuries) or undergoing staged return to work programmes due to
work or non-work issues.
Wellbeing activities have been planned on a quarterly basis.
High Risk Work
Safe access to water treatment reservoirs - discussed with manager. The two main reservoirs access will be completed this financial year.
(Rolled over)
Planning for a Vehicle Safety Week in May is underway to address the critical risk of driving and vehicle use. This will include E-Road and speed
awareness information, tyre checks for staff offered by local tyre business, road safety quizzes and videos and other activities. This week will
be carried out with input from the Fleet Management team and Roadsafe Taranaki Road Safety Coordinator.
Asbestos removal project scoping and review of asbestos management plan for demolition of building at Opunake Transfer Station carried out
with Property Assets Officer.
Contractor Management
Beginning to review Permit to Work system, building on work carried out by S Sturzaker. It appears that the system does not meet best
practice requirements in all aspects. Information sought from NPDC, WaterCare, SDC, TRC and Downers to build new system.
Contractor management system. A discussion with TRC has been carried out to explore the capabilities of the Vault Contractor Management
module. The Taranaki council combined HS meeting is discussing having a common contractor prequalification process.
Contractor audits undertaken on four roading sites. No major issues on three sites. Follow up required on a number of issues on fourth site.

6
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PROGRESS AGAINST HEALTH AND SAFETY WORKPLAN 2020-2023

Key: Blue Scheduled

Green Progressing or complete

Orange Some delays

Red No progress

SEE APPENDIX 1

7
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Appendix 1
HS WORKPLAN 2020-2023
LEADERSHIP - AROHA KI TE TANGATA
Design and implement a program to inform and support
managers around key health and safety skills, messaging
and key performance indicators

ACTION

Develop key H&S accountabilities for managers as
part of HR review

Develop KPI measures for Tier 3 managers and
above
Provide managers and stakeholders with training and
Develop key skills training programme for Tier 3
support to facilitate hazard and risk management as applies and senior managers, Audit and Risk Committee
to their role

Explore the concept of Aroha ki te tangata leadership
relevant to health and safety

PARTICIPATION - MAHI NGATAHI
Communicate clear health and safety responsibilities to
staff
Ensure clear communication pathways for escalating issues
or concerns

Support effective consultation, cooperation and
coordination around workplace risk controls
Utilise the Health and Safety Committee to input into and
monitor strategic programs of work
Link Health and Safety Strategy to STDC communication
network

RISK - TIAKI TANGATA

MEASURE

DUE

All roles have H&S related accountabilities in place

Jun-22

All roles have H&S related KPIs in role descriptions

Dec-22

Plan, content and collateral developed that has
been reviewed by key stakeholders and approved
by SLT

Nov-21

Implement key skills training programme for Tier 3 95% of Tier 3, Senior Managers and ARC Members
and senior managers, Audit and Risk Committee
have attended briefing session. Survey of attendees
shows positive response and increased engagement

Mar-22

Implement repeat Safe Plus Audit to assess
engagement and participation of leadership team
in health and safety management

Safe Plus audit completed. Results indicate positive
movement in Safety Leadership assessment

Jun-22

Develop joint plan with Iwi Liason Advisor

Plan drafted and approved by SLT

Jun-22

Program implemented

Tier 3 managers and above attend briefing session
with action plan developed.

Nov-22

ACTION

MEASURE

DUE

Annual update to all staff via staff link and signed
feedback forms
Review Health and Safety Committee structure to
align with workgroup structure.
Clarify Health and Safety Representatives
responsibiliities

90% return

Jun-21

All workgroups are represented at the Health and
Safety Committee
A clear role description is in place for Health and
Safety Representatives and published in Orion

Dec-20

Check all teams have toolbox or forum for raising
issues.
Introduce and reconfigure Vault category for
reporting concern directly
Introduce 2 level risk review- Review of team
specific risks at team level . Organisation wide risks
at SLT level
Regular agenda item re strategic work plan
progress review
Items of H&S relevance will regulary feature in
Stafflink

All teams have regular communication forum
established which includes Health and Safety
Category established for reporting short term
hazards and risks
Quarterly review of risks Team, SLT

Feb-21

ACTION

Review health and safety risk management framework and Review health and safety line in STDC risk matrix
align with STDC risk strategy
Align all H&S related matrices in HS documents to
STDC risk matrix
Review H&S Manual content is fit for purpose
Plan H&S manual remedial programme of work

Item in agenda. Review and feedback at least
quarterly
2 Monthly items of topical issue in Stafflink.

MEASURE

Mar-21

Apr-21 May-21

Jun-21

Jan-21 Feb-21

Mar-21

Apr-21 May-21

Jun-21

Jan-21 Feb-21

Mar-21

Apr-21 May-21

Jun-21

Jan-21

Mar-21
Aug-21
Jan-21

DUE

Completed and aligned STDC matrix

Dec-20

All H&S Documents with aligned STDC matrix
(includes Vault)
H&S Manual aligned with Risk Management and
best practice
Plan drafted, reviewed by stakeholders and
approved by SLT

May-21
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Implement writing and approval process of H&S
Manual content as approved by SLT
Ensure health and safety hazard and risk registers in Vault Clear out current risk registers in Vault of misfor all STDC workplaces address and manage key health and entered data
safety risks
Agree and construct STDC specific Vault format for
risk recording, controls and review

Continually identify and assess hazards and manage risks

Develop process to ensure health and safety risk
management is part of internal and elected member
governance roles

WELLNESS - ORANGA TANGATA
Develop mental health and wellbeing programme that
includes workplace risks
Promote health initiatives on a regular basis including
through established STDC communication channels

Content drafted, reviewed by stakeholders and
approved by SLT
Risk register cleansed of non risk entries

Dec-21
Mar-21

Risk register format agreed and documented in HS
manual
Section available in Vault to report minor conditions
outside key risk register
Joint briefing with Risk Manager around format and Completed briefing with feedback survey
content for H&S team specific risk registers

Mar-21

Develop timetable for roll out of aligned risk
registers
Work with managers to develop area specific key
risk registers
Review Permit to Work controls with teams who
have high risk work activities
Establish risk registers for all work areas with
review periods recorded
Work with managers to ensure that risk registers
are live and used for induction and control
implementation
Implement repeat Safe Plus Audit to assess
effectiveness of risk management activities
Annual briefing for elected members and Audit and
Risk Committee

Plan for risk register work developed including
resource requirements.
All work areas have "live" risk registers in place that
address key H&S risks
Permit to work system is reviewed, fit for purpose
process implemented
All work areas have "live" risk registers in place that
address key H&S risks
Timetable set up. Appts made

May-21

Safe Plus audit completed. Results indicate positive
movement in risk management
Annual briefing

Jun-22

Refresh content of ARC report to reflect risk
management emphasis
Incorporate Risk related section in Audit and Risk
Committee and SLT reports

Report focuses on risk and key strategy related
activities
Risk section in ARC and SLT reports

ACTION

Run expression of interest for wellbeing group from
across organisation
Develop timetable for events and awareness
campaigns aligned with national calendar of health
themed campaigns.
Wellness Week held every second year

Implement assessment and control program for key health Develop role related health risk matrix and
related risks
associated health related monitoring program
Contract let and implemented for Health related
monitoring
Fit testing for respirator users completed

MEASURE

Mar-21
Apr-21

Sep-21
Nov-21
Nov-21
Mar-21

Aug-21
Dec-20
Oct-20

DUE

Wellbeing group formed, meet 4 times a year

Dec-20

Implement 3 events and 6 awareness items in
Stafflink per year. At least 2 mental health initiatives
per year
Wellness week held, with feedback survey indicate
positive feedback
Health risk matrix developed, reviewed by HSC and
approved by SLT

Dec-20

Contract approved, monitoring programme
implemented with 90% compliance
Fit testing implemented far all respirator users

Mar-21

Jun-21
Jan-21

Nov-20

Fit testing for respirator users reviewed
Fit testing repeated for all respirator users
Review health monitoring programme including Pre- Health monitoring policy and programme
employment baseline requirements and exit testing developed and approved by SLT

Nov-21
Jun-21

Review health monitoring programme including Pre- Pre-employment health monitoring implemented
employment baseline requirements and exit testing

Nov-22

Implement WRH exposure immunisation
programme

Jul-21

All employees offered vaccination appropriate to
role. Robust tracking of status available.
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Incorporate holistic concept of wairua as part of wellness
intitiatives

PROCESS - PONO ME TE TIKA

Develop programme that includes Wairua as a
central theme for wellness initiatives

2 culturally based wellness initiatives developed and
implemented

ACTION

MEASURE

Working group to produce reviewed H&S manual
and associated policies and procedures

Manual content is completed. Content is endorsed
by SLT, published in Orion.

Mar-22

Identify key risks that require control plans and
procedure documentation
Implement key risks control plans and procedure
documentation

Produce plan that identifies key risks requiring
control plan development
Key risks control plans are documented and
proceduralised. Controls are implemented and
recorded in Vault.
All lone workers have access to an appropriate lone
worker device that will notify any instance of work
related injury or risk situation and facilitate
obtaining assistance

Dec-20

Review health and safety policies to ensure a fit for purpose Gap analysis of current H&S manual to identify any Review completed and gap analysis documented
Health and Safety Manual
deficiencies and new policies/procedures required and circulated to HSC and SLT

Develop policies and process to support effective
management of key risks eg lone worker

Lone worker devices selected, purchased and use
implemented

Ensure emergency procedures are in place and effective for Customise current flipchart to incorporate new
Flipchart is reviewed, any extra generic risk plans
identified organisation wide risks eg armed intruder identified. Procedures added to H&S manual if
all STDC workplace key risks and work teams
required and plans added to flip chart

CONTRACTORS - RINGA REHE
Review and enhance contractor management processes to
ensure these are fit for purpose and best practice.
Communicate to stakeholders
Follow consistent contractor engagement and management
processes including event reporting

Flipchart is approved by SLT and HSC and
distributed to all work teams

ACTION

MEASURE

Nov-22

DUE

Jun-21

Jan-21 Feb-21

Mar-21

Apr-21 May-21

Jun-21

Jun-21

Aug-21

DUE

Jun-21

Carry out audit of compliance against Contractor
Management Manual requirements

Audit implemented, conclusions circulated to SLT
and stakeholder work groups

Dec-21

Action plan to adress issues identified in audit
compiled and implemented.
Investigate purchase of Vault Contractor module
and features offered.
Transfer Contractor data to Vault Contractor if
purchased
Training for managers who manage contracts and
contractor functions

100% of key corrective actions actioned

Mar-22

Decision made around purchase. Purchase
implemented.
All current contractors transferred to Vault
Contractor database if purchased
All managers able to manage contractor function in
Vault Contractor environment (if purchased)

Feb-21

Repeat audit to confirm robust contractor
management controls in place
Establish contractor forum to communicate health
and safety requirements and celebrate
achievements. Survey participants around value.

Audit shows a decreased number of corrective
actions required as compared to initial audit
Annual contractor forum held with positive
feedback from post form survey

Dec-22

100% of work teams have at least one customised
workplace check tool that is appropriate to work
and risk situation. All tools are lodged in Vault

Feb-21

Numbers of checks carried out meet standards set
in Contractor Management manual and KPIs as per
agreement.

Jun-21
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Dec-20

Produce a reviewed document that is fit for
purpose, approved by SLT and published in Orion

Set targets around monitoring of contractors measure against these across all work groups

Mar-21

Dec-21

Undertake review of Contractor Management
Manual involving stakeholder work groups

Regularly monitor STDC contractor practices: Sites, projects Create customised check tools with stakeholder
and performance
teams that are approriate to work situation and
key H&S risks. Lodge in Vault

Jan-21 Feb-21

Dec-21

Apr-21
Jun-21

Oct-22

Audit and Risk Committee - Resolution to Exclude the Public

6.

Resolution to Exclude the Public
THAT the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely:
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for
passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of
the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation
to each matter

Ground(s) under section 48(1) for
the passing of this resolution

1. Confirmation of
Minutes 19 May 2021
2. Risk Management and
Quarterly Status Report
3. Internal Audit Function
Report

Good
reason
to
withhold exists under
Section 7.

That the public conduct of the
relevant part of the proceedings of
the meeting would be likely to
result in the disclosure of
information for which good reason
for withholding exists.
Section 48(1)(a)

4. Committee Discussion

This resolution is made in reliance on sections 48(1)(a) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by section 7
of that Act, which would be prejudiced by the holding of the relevant part of the proceedings of
the meeting in public are as follows:
Item No
1

2,3,4

Interest
Enable any local authority holding the information to carry on, without
prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and
industrial negotiations) (Schedule 7(2)(i)).
Maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the protection of
members or officers or employees of the Council, and persons to whom
Section 2(5) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings
Act 1987 applies in the course of their duty, from improper pressure or
harassment (Schedule 7(2)(f)(ii)).
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